On 22/02/2020, a delightful and memorable event was conducted in our college.

The event lasted an hour-long and was conducted with full enthusiasm. Students participated with full energy sharing their love and beliefs in the form of poems and essays.

The event commenced with the participants taking their respective places waiting for their chance to come over the stage and express their thoughts. The event provided an opportunity to students to showcase the culture and tradition of their respective states in the form of poems or essay through which they can promote their mother language and by which everyone could be aware and get some knowledge about different languages and cultural activities performed in different corners of the nation. Students expressed love towards their culture through soothing poems and attention-seeking essays and set the stage for everyone present to be a part of the event which encouraged all to express their thoughts. One by one all the participants sang poems and set the stage for further processing. Thereafter the Srijan club head expressed his thoughts through his mesmerizing poem. On this note, the poem and essay writing competitions ended.

The event included the prize distribution for cooking and essay writing event conducted on 15/02/2020 by our EBSB club. The event ended on a high note with the chief guest sharing his valuable thoughts about the need of celebrating MATRIBHASHA DIWAS and conducting such a beautiful event that unites all of us, encouraging unity and peace.

The event was organized successfully, and we hope such events happen on a frequent note, bringing all the students together and giving the opportunity to express themselves.